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At a glance

Mobile pre-warners and mobile warning
trailers give road users early warnings of
(one-day) roadworks, major accidents
and short-term changes in the traffic
situation. Their warning effect protects
staff working in the danger zone.
We have been producing professional
traffic technology products for 45 years.
We recently revised our "Mobile warning
trailers" segment, adding new models
and variations. The "extras" and options
available to go with our warning trailers
have also undergone further development

and been updated accordingly. Our new
complete catalogue, Pr ice Lis t
2009/2010, now offers two new mobile
warning trailers type "AM" for use on
motorways. It goes without saying that
the design of all warning trailers fulfils
the Technical Delivery Conditions of "TL
Warning Trailer 97". They correspond to
road sign 616.
Our tried and tested AM 3 TL is now
available with the option of an electrical
lifting and lowering device for the upper
part of the mobile trailer. The standard

cable remote control for erecting the
warning sign from the cab of the
towing vehicle can now be
supplemented on request by a
convenient radio remote control.
The new warning trailer AM 4 LT
has a large drive-on loading area
with a high payload. Here an
optional winch can be used for
direct accommodation of a mobile
pre-warner. As a standard feature,
the AM 4 TL already has an electro-
mechanical device for erecting the
upper part of the warning sign; as an
option, this can be operated with a
radio remote control. All mobile
warning trailers in the "AM" design
are equipped with type II retro-
reflecting foil as a standard feature.
The scope of supply of all trailers
includes a drawbar which is ad-
justable in height with replaceable
DIN eyelet and ball-type towing
device. This means that our warning
trailers can be towed optionally by
trucks or cars. In each case, the
coupling that is currently not
required is stored in the battery
compartment on the loading area so

that it is easily accessible at all times.
Models "SM 5" are ideal for advance
warning; they have their own trailer
(shown above in the middle) or come on
the mobile pre-warner "MV 5" which can
be coupled simply to the rear tailgate
board of a flatbed vehicle.
For work on roads other than the federal
highways, we offer the mobile warning
trailers in our "SM" series; more details
are available inside this Berghaus News.

Professional traffic technology from Berghaus: from the first advance warning with mobile illuminated arrow via mobile pre-

warners through to mobile warning trailers in all different designs for every possible use: safety by Berghaus

3,000 free copies of the Sign Scout
went quickly out of stock within
just a few weeks. Now it's available
again:
All current German hazard war-
nings, regulatory signs, advisory
and additional information signs of
the Road Sign Catalogue in the
Road Traffic Code are described
with around 400 coloured illus-
trations and the corresponding sub-
numbers.
Ask us for your personal Sign
Scout now !free of charge

Practical aid to go in your pocket

Schilder-Scout
once again available free of charge

The new warning trailer for motorways and

federal roads without oncoming traffic: AM 3

TL with electronic erection of the upper part

of the warning sign and radio remote control

for all settings on request.

The new mobile warning trailer AM 4 TL:

with the same signal pattern as AM 3 TL, but

standard features include electrical erection

of the upper part of the warning sign and a

drive-on loading area. This can take a mobile

pre-warner; both devices can be brought to

the roadworks by just one towing vehicle.

cont. on page 3
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Camera controls weighbridge lights system

The last edition of Berghaus News
presented the re-design of our red
countdown display on the mobile
roadworks trafficlight type MPB 1400.
This display informs road users
approaching roadworks about the time
left in the red phase, in seconds or in
minutes and seconds as required, directly
at the mobile roadworks traffic lights, so
that they can come to terms with the
remaining waiting time. This enhances
road user acceptance of the mobile traffic
light, not only at lengthy roadworks.
Our report also referred to the fact that
the Upper Austrian state government has
stipulated the mandatory use of the
"Waiting time display", to quote the
tender documents, for construction site
traffic light systems.
So it is great to be able to tell you that our

optimised product made an immediate
hit with a corresponding order being
placed directly for the Berghaus waiting
time display.
In May, our customer Siemens AG
Austria handed over altogether six traffic
lights with the striking LED red light
display to the Upper Austrian state
government in Linz.
Authorities and tendering organisations
in Germany should also follow this
positive example from our Austrian
neighbours and demand the red
countdown display on mobile roadworks
traffic light systems in fixed phase mode.
Our red countdown display keeps road
users informed about the remaining
waiting time, thus making a major
contribution to the necessary acceptance
of mobile traffic light systems!

Traffic light system with red countdown display in Linz (Austria)

Linz (Austria): Siemens AG Austria hands over six Berghaus

traffic lights type MPB 1400 with waiting display to the Upper

Austrian state government.
Picture: Siemens AG Austria

parting from the company have to drive
over a weighbridge in order to register
both vehicle movements on the premises
and the corresponding movement of
goods. The weighing process documents
the difference in weight, thus providing a
record of the movement of goods. For
greater automation in vehicle movement
sequences on the company premises, we
developed an intelligent traffic light
control which is capable of processing
vehicle movements on its own.
The system also permits manual control,
with the current traffic light status
displayed constantly to the gate keeper.
Traffic light masts each equipped with a
camera were erected on either side of the
weighbridge. The areas registered by the
camera in its field of vision are defined as
virtual contact loops simply with the
computer mouse. Berghaus traffic light
systems have been equipped with this
method of vehicle registration for some
time now, as it eliminates the elaborate
procedure of cutting induction loops into
the road surface. The vehicles are
registered automatically depending on
their direction of movement and guided
over the weighbridge in a controlled
fashion even at peak times. The truck
weight then reveals immediately for
example whether a pallet has been
forgotten during the loading process for
this particular truck.
Perhaps you also have an interesting
traffic control situation that needs
professional support? Please contact us,
we will gladly be of assistance!

New solid TL ground anchor and telescopic mast

Large traffic control boards can now be
erected quickly and safely by only one
worker using our new

made of hardened, powder-
coated steel and the

The robust TL ground anchor (weight:
16 kg) is driven into the ground with a
sledgehammer. The special design
warrants the greatest possible penetration
depth. Stabilisers next to the impact spike
prevent the anchor from twisting in the
ground, so that the TL ground anchor is
positioned securely in the ground even
under difficult soil conditions.

The pole (40 x 40 mm or 60 x 60 mm) is
now inserted in the TL ground anchor. We
use the telescopic mast system specially
rated for our traffic control boards. This is
inserted in the 60 x 60 mm opening and
secured with a hex socket screw. The
lower support for the traffic control board
is then adjusted to the required height, and
…

the traffic control board is finally fitted
in position. The special telescopic system
makes it easy to fasten the traffic control
board to the mast first, before pushing it
into the upper fixture from below. A
mandrel in the upper fixture engages in
the corresponding hole drilled in the
board to prevent it from sliding out of the
fixture. Our traffic control boards have
three corresponding holes drilled as a
precaution so that the board can also be
erected from the middle position, if
necessary.

The board is then fixed
by two screws in the
lower fixture. If ne-
cessary, the required
head clearance (and
thus the total erection
height) can be adjusted
at the lower fixture.

That's all it takes!

TL ground

anchors

aluminium telesco-

pic mast.

1)

2)

3)

4)

There is continued
strong demand for our

(in two sizes:
1250 x 1600 mm and 1250 x 2000 mm)
made of lightweight, highly robust hard
aluminium. The boards come without any
text and are fitted just with white type II
retroreflecting foil. It is thus possible to
affix individual texts with adhesive foil to
show the changed road layout, for
example. The reflective foil is ideally
protected from damage right down below
inside the reinforced edge. The rounded,
open corners mean that rain and dirt can
drain unhindered
without impairing
the outstanding
stability and dis-
tortion resistance
of the system. The
back of the board is painted grey (DIN
colour RAL 7043), as specified for road
signs.
Professional traffic technology from a
single source – safety from Berghaus, of
course!

traffic control boards
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Professional high-speed erection of traffic control boards by just one person in a

matter of minutes, thanks to the new solid ground anchor and aluminium telescopic

1 2 3 4

View of the teles-

copic system

from below

The camera on the signal head mast auto-

matically registers vehicles entering and

leaving the company premises as they pass

over the weighbridge, depending on the

particular direction. The control system is

integrated in the weighbridge switchboard.

C
am

era

We have developed a camera controlled
traffic light system for our customer
Waagen Döhrn in Wesel, to serve a par-

ticular purpose.
All trucks arri-
ving at and de-

The trade fair "INTERTRAFFIC" was
held from 27 to 29 May for the fifth time
in Istanbul Expo Center. Altogether 138
exhibitors from 21 countries presented
their products to the interested trade
public.
The highlight at our booth in hall 9 was
the mobile roadworks traffic light system
type MPB 1400 with red countdown
display (in Turkish of course). This low-
cost signal system can be extended to
provide crossroads control and has been
rated specially to the demands of our
export customers. The user menu is
available in a wide range of languages.
All settings are sent by infrared
transmission to the traffic lights using the
handheld terminal – as easy as using a TV
remote control. Ertan Gürses, Dieter
Berghaus and Managing Director Ralf
Gressler held many interesting talks at

our booth, thus further expanding our
export contacts. The 2009 trade fair was a
great success for everyone involved, with
an increase of 50% in the number of
visitors compared to the previous
Intertraffic in Istanbul.

Successful INTERTRAFFIC in Istanbul

Trade visitors from 63 countries came to

the INTERTRAFFIC in Istanbul



The world's best bobsled athletes raced
down the "AVS bob track" through
Hückeswagen (NRW).
The last-but-one weekend in May was in
fact already the second meeting of the
world's bobsled elite in Hückeswagen.
Here the international bobsled stars
replace their skids with wheels to
navigate a bob track of a different kind.
Once again this year, Hückeswagen's old
town centre was turned into a spectacular
bob track. To this end, the entire race
course had to be given an asphalt surface:
the paved areas were covered with a
special foil before the asphalt was
applied.AVS Overath erected around 700
metres of portable road restraint system
STGW 4200 as a firm barricade, resulting
in a bob track with a width of 1.5 m. In
addition, theAVS experts ensured that the
old town centre was cordoned off safely
and also set up extensive diversion signs.

A temporary crossroads traffic light
system also had to be provided for
provisional traffic control. After the race,
the old town centre was then returned to
its original state, removing all traces of
the bob track.
Former professional bobsled athlete Rene
Spies joined this year's star-studded field
competing for prizes worth €12,500.
After altogether four runs each, the ladies'
contest was won by the "Movie Park"
team with pilot Esme Kamphuis and
brakewoman Tine Veenstra. The
Hengster and Stringer teams took second
and third place, with Schneiderheinze
coming only fourth. As far as the men
were concerned, pilot Wolfgang
Stampfer and brakeman Martin
Lachkovics won the event for the "Vivid
Visions" team, with Danilevic in second
place and last year's winner Angerer
coming in third. Overall winner Stampfer
set a new speed record of 91 km/h already
in his first run! Once again the elite field
of international bobsled athletes wrote
another chapter in bobsled history, while
the crowd of more than 32,000
enthusiastic spectators topped the
organizer's expectations for this second
international summer bobsled Grand
Prix.
The AVS service teams: your Number
One partner for unusual traffic control
solutions, ten times in Germany: AVS-

"AVS bob track": summer bobsled Grand Prix

cont. from page 1:

Our model "SM 10" is equipped with three warning
lights, rotating blue arrow and a warning sign
drawing attention to the roadworks up ahead. The
best-selling model is type "SM 40" with electric
illuminated arrow. This is practically a small
version of traffic sign 616 which is the motorway
warning sign. Road users have already become
accustomed to seeing this at roadworks over many
years.
As an option, warning trailers in the SM 10 and SM
40 model series can also be delivered as type "…-2"
on request. This practical version has a ramp to
make it easy to load equipment onto the trailer.
All SM mobile trailers consist of unbraked trailers
with a maximum legal speed of 80 km/h and are
equipped with a parking brake as a standard feature.
The drawbar is adjustable in height and equipped ex
works with a replaceable ball-type towing device
and DIN eyelet. The customer has a choice of two
different film qualities with differing reflection
properties (type I and II) for the hatched warning
area and traffic sign itself. Film type II offers far
stronger reflection to make it easier for road users to
see the mobile warning trailer.
Whether mobile warning trailer or pre-warner,
Berghaus products make sure that you attract the
right levels of attention on our roads and motor-
ways.

Mobile pre-warners are

available in two versions:

as SM 5 on a trailer (see front

page) or MV 5 as mobile pre-

warner for coupling to the rear

tailgate board of a truck. For

use without a vehicle, MV 5

can be simply erected to a

crash barrier element using

our crash barrier holder or on

a TL stand. The battery is

safely fitted in the lockable

battery casing.

The five signs shown here can be produced easily in a matter of seconds using the

directional arrows included in the scope of supply: these are simply screwed into the

rivets. Traffic sign 274 is two-sided and can be used for 80 or 100 km/h simply by

turning it round.
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AVS traffic safety on show at NORDBAU

From 10 to 15 September 2009, the
Holstenhallen exhibition centre in Neu-
münster/Schleswig Holstein will once
again be home to the "NordBau",
Northern Europe's largest construction
trade fair.
As an international trade fair however, the
NordBau is far more than just a meeting
place for holding good talks and
cultivating contacts. According to the
organizers, NordBau Neumünster is
meanwhile the most important con-
struction trade fair in the North of
Germany, thus setting the pace for the
industry right across the country.
Around 900 exhibitors from 15 countries
will be presenting their companies and
products on around 20,000 m² of
exhibition area indoors and approx.
63,000 m² out of doors. Every year, about
75,000 visitors come to look at the latest
trends in the building industry.
It goes without saying that AVS Lehrte
GmbH, North Germany's best known
traffic safety experts, simply have to be
present. AVS has a grand total of three
branches here in the North, in Hamburg,
Bremen and Lehrte near Hannover.
Traffic safety fromAto Z all from a single
source in a complete package – this is the

special service offered by AVS, the traffic
safety professionals.
AVS is always your complete service
provider when it comes to traffic safety,
covering the whole range. This starts by
planning all necessary measures,
obtaining the official directive from the
authorities with the elaboration of road
sign diagrams and calculation of traffic
light phase plans, as well as setting up the
actual roadworks site with (diversion)
signs, TL safety beacons and warning
lights, together with erection of mobile
traffic light systems and portable road
restraints. On request we can naturally
also provide the necessary maintenance
and a 24/7 emergency service, as well as
on-going modification and final dismant-
ling of all the corresponding traffic safety
equipment. Specially trained staff at AVS
also offer professional services including
temporary or permanent road markings
made of cold plastic, paint or thin / thick
film.Adequate quantities of portable con-
crete or steel crash barriers are available
for reliable separation of contraflow
traffic systems or to safeguard the road-
works area. AVS is also unbeatable when
it comes to signalling technology: from
vehicle actuated alternating one-way
traffic systems with two signal heads
through to major crossroads systems with
32 signal heads, traffic lights can be
professionally erected at roadworks or as
replacement for stationary traffic light
systems within just 24 hours.
See for yourself! The AVS consultants
look forward to meeting you during your
visit in Neumünster, at booth

.
F-Nord-

1470 Bremer Strasse

Mobile pre-warner MV 5

cont. from page 1: Mobile warning trailers

SM 40 (Vz 616 small)Model SM 10

The mobile warning trailers

type SM 10 or SM 40 can

also be supplied with drive-

on loading area and

corresponding ramp. The

warning trailer can thus be

used to bring lots more

equipment to the

roadworks. This version of

the warning trailer is

identified by the suffix "-2"

after the type designation.

...with drive-on ramp

Mobile warning trailer for

country roads and urban

traffic: SM 10 with three

warning lights, rotating blue

arrow and roadworks sign

Mobile warning trailer for

country roads and urban

traffic: SM 40 with electrical

illuminated arrow as small

version of the motorway

warning sign

The last Berghaus News included an
article about our trainees. Now AVS
Lehrte GmbH is proud to announce that
two of them have passed their exams, pro-

ducing such
excellent re-
sults that both
h a v e b e e n
offered per-

manent employment with the company.
We would like to take this opportunity to
congratulate them on their achievements
and welcome them as valuable rein-
forcements for
our AVS teams
in Hamburg
and Lehrte.

AVS Lehrte: trainees pass their exams

Portable road restraint systems keep

32,000 spectators safe and sound while

the bobsleds race down the AVS bob

track at 90 km/h.

Two newly qualified office em-

ployees and valuable reinforce-

ments forAVS Lehrte GmbH:

Juliane-Sophie Meier (on the left)

and Vanessa Selling in Hamburg
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The "Astrad" trade fair was held in
Austria from 22 to 23April.Astrad stands
for "Austrian Strassen Dienst" (Austrian
Road Service) and provides a platform
for a trade exhibition and a symposium
for road maintenance, equipment and
winter service. Our Austrian road
restraint system partner, Wieser Ver-
kehrssicherheit GmbH from Wels, was an
exhibitor at the event with a display of its
services and products. This was already
the seventh time that the company has
presented itself to representatives from
local authorities and road maintenance
departments, offering a competent
overview of the current state of the art
when it comes to traffic safety, roadworks
protection, roadworks planning and
management, together with the very
latest road restraint systems. The
temporary ProTec 120 crash barriers that
have been so successful in Germany also
generated lively interest inAustria.

During the series of lectures making up
the 7th ASTRAD symposium accom-
panying the event, Jens-Rolf Oppermann
from the "Büro für Verkehrstechnik"
(traffic safety office) in Lehrte near
Hannover spoke on "Criteria for using
mobile directing walls". In particular he
looked at the inspection criteria pursuant
to the Austrian standard ÖNORM EN
1317, highlighting the demands and
capabilities of directing walls used in
Austria and approved by the Austrian
Federal Ministry for Traffic, Innovation
and Technology (BMVIT).
The exhibition booth of our contract
partner Wieser was also the scene for a
lively exchange of information with
customers and potentially interested
partners. As far as exhibitors are
concerned, one particular advantage of
the ASTRAD is that it is only open to
trade visitors. The event more than lived
up to the expectations and hopes of the

organizers, with their aim of fostering a
transfer of existing know-how to national
users and experts, offering all parti-
cipants an opportunity to extend their
horizons.

Mag. Sabine Lachberger, General
Manager at Wieser, and Burkhard Thaler,
the company's Managing Partner, were
highly satisfied with reactions to the
event, particularly with regard to the
mobile crash barriers ProTec 120.
It is now time for Austria too to ensure
that safety signs or marking studs for
separating contraflow traffic systems are
relegated to the past. After all, what
counts is maximum protection for road
users and for staff on site in the
roadworks! Last year, the Austrian
Federal Ministry for Traffic, Innovation
and Technology (BMVIT) in Vienna
granted approval for the use of directing
systems under the trade name of ProTec
120 with restraint levels H1 and T3.
ProTec 120: the innovative road traffic
restraint system for more safety, wider
lane cross sections and greater pro-
fitability in road construction continues
ist advance.

Large order for AVS: traffic safety in the PPP project A5

Diagram to show the stretch of motorway featured in the

build-and-operate scheme A5 Malsch-Offenburg.

Go-ahead for the project to widen the motorway A5 to six lanes between

Baden-Baden and Offenburg Picture: Projektteam A-Modell A5

AVS is pleased to have been awarded a
traffic safety order that will extend over
several years. A new build-and-operate
scheme is being introduced for work on
the motorway A5 in Baden-Würt-
temberg. The section between Malsch,
Baden-Baden and Offenburg is to be
widened and operated on the basis of a
public-private partnership.
The order awarding procedure has now
been concluded after lasting a full three
years. The Hochtief/Vinci/Reif/ Kirch-
hoff consortium won the contract for
widening, operation and maintenance of
the 60 km stretch of motorway. Federal
Minister for Transport Tiefensee announ-
ced: "Now that the awarding procedure
has been completed, we can move on
swiftly to start the urgently needed work
on the A5. This will widen the old four-
lane motorway that carries such heavy
traffic, making it fit to cope with today's

traffic volumes. The result will be a
modern, efficient six-lane arterial
motorway. Traffic will flow more freely
with less congestion and fewer acci-
dents."
In the 41.4 km partial section between the
motorway junction south of Baden-
Baden to just south of Offenburg juncti-
on, the contractor is responsible for
widening the motorway to six lanes and is
under a contractual obligation to be
finished by autumn 2014. While work is
in progress, traffic will continue to use
the road thanks toAVS Mellingen GmbH,
the company responsible for traffic
safety. Throughout the duration of the
project, this entails providing extensive
signs, road markings, the use of TL safety
beacons and mile after mile of mobile
road restraint systems, which will
certainly have to be moved around
frequently during the long construction

period. In addition,
maintenance checks of
the traffic safety ele-
ments have to be carried
out at least twice a day,
including any minor
repairs. A 24/7 traffic
safety standby service
also has to be set up
throughout the entire
four-year construction
period, to warrant a
prompt reaction on site
also in the event of an
accident, for example.
This is the only way to
ensure optimum pro-
tection of the constructi-
on work with minimum
hindrance to the flow of
traffic – which is exactly
where the traffic safety
professionals from AVS
come in.
The contract awarded to
the Hochtief/Vinci/Reif/
Kirchhoff consortium
also included 99 enginee-
ring structures, with 58 bridges to be
constructed or modified. For the first
time, noise barriers are to be erected with
a total length of approx. 12 km, together
with various other structures (e.g. traffic
sign gantries and stormwater reservoirs).
The contract term began this April and
covers altogether 30 years. The contrac-
tor receives part of the truck toll genera-
ted on this part of the motorway as
remuneration. Tiefensee: "Public/private
partnerships are a success story. Every
road user benefits from the build-and-
operate scheme, with the work being
completed more quickly than in the
conventional approach. Our private

partner is responsible not only for
individual partial services but also for
widening the motorway with subsequent
operation and maintenance. We expect to
see better quality and profitability." The
A5 contract is not the first major PPP
project entailing extensive traffic safety
services by the AVS professionals. As
reported in Berghaus News No. 30 back
in December, the Hamburg and Bremen
branches of AVS Lehrte GmbH were
commissioned by the "Projektgesell-
schaftA1 mobil" with traffic safety on the
73 km section of the A1 motorway that is
being widened between Hamburg and
Bremen in a project lasting four and a
half years.

Mobile crash barrier ProTec 120 at the

ASTRAD in Wels/Austria
Picture: Wieser GmbH

Mobile road restraint system ProTec 120 to the fore in Austria
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